
Subject:Euclid Whitlock X5810/1
From:Chukrock2@cs.com
Date:Tue, 14 Feb 2006 10:11:31 EST
To:whitlock@bcegg.com

Subject:PML Search Result matching Whitlock
From:"Gene Lankford" <genelankford@msn.com>
Date:Mon, 13 Feb 2006 18:53:21 -0700
To:chukrock2@cs.com

=====================================================================
A result of your requested PML search. To refine or cancel this
search, please visit http://pml.rootsweb.com/
=====================================================================
Source: LANGFORD-L@rootsweb.com
Subject: Our Expanding Langford and Lankford Family

Judy,

John Q. Langford from Utah, great-great-grandson of Jeremiah Euchlet Langford b. 1848 in
GA, emailed me that he just ordered the 12 marker DNA kit. I'm very interested in how that will
come out. I'm predicting that he will match Bob and me, and if so, that will help substantiate my
theory that Jeremiah Euchlet Langford was the previously unknown oldest son of Euclid
Langford's son Robert, my 3-greats-grandfather.

I've also been doing researching, dialoguing and debating with others, and pondering the
matter of Euclid's possible ancestry through Nicholas.

It appeared to me that we were talking about the same Nicholas and Nicholas, Jr., who are
listed in Bruce Montgomery Edwards' book, Langfords and Lankfords of Virginia. But looking at
what he wrote and at the various documents I got from you especially

X5810/2
and perhaps some others, I have had a problem with the fact that Nicholas, Jr., seems to have
been too old to be Euclid's father. Edwards also says that Nicholas, Jr., died in 1779, while the
Nicholas in the tax and other records who seems connected to Euclid was alive until at least
1795.

Yet, Edwards' Nicholas and Nicholas, Jr., were in Caroline Co., VA, and fit so much of the other
information in the records. I'm wondering at this point if there was actually a Nicholas III, son of
Nicholas, Jr., and if that was Euclid's father. I'm still trying to fit Richard Langford into the
picture, too, possibly as a brother or uncle of Euclid. Edwards mentioned a Richard being a son
of Nicholas, Sr. However, Bob Langford (another Bob besides yours--maybe the one who is
part of the DNA matches with Tree Mother and others?) has sources that do not list Richard as
among Nicholas, Sr.'s sons. I told him I would like to explore the sources he has. Possibly
Richard was a son of Nicholas, Jr., and Edwards got it confused. Edwards has no information
on Nicholas, Jr.'s wife or children. Or maybe he and Euclid were sons of my hypothetical
Nicholas III.



Of course, Euclid's naming his oldest son Nicholas is all the more reason to connect him to this
line. Your theory of Euclid's mother being a Whitlock is a plausible explanation of the source of
Euclid's name, given the close proximity of that family in Caroline Co., which included a Euclid
Whitlock--especially if the Euclid Whitlock who possibly was our Euclid's uncle also was the son
of another Euclid. Your researcher in Richmond, VA, mentioned a Euclid Whitlock whose age
he estimates as around 30 or older in 1764 and another Euclid Whitlock who is age 12 in 1763.
If by chance the younger was son of the older, then perhaps the name passed through more
generations. Then it could be that Euclid Langford was named after a maternal grandfather.
All more speculation, though.

In the pages you sent me from this researcher, my copies start with page 10, where Nicholas
ends and Euclid begins. Could you by chance send me the first 9 pages, so that I could see
what he has to say more about Nicholas and compare with other sources? His research seems
well-documented and may be a very helpful part of the picture. It's all about looking for clues,
getting some hunches, and following up on the clues and hunches (at least, in the absence of
hard evidence directly at hand).

Gene Lankford



Subject:Re: Lankford Whitlock families X5810/3
From:"Gene Lankford" <genelankford@msn.com>
Date:Wed, 15 Feb 2006 00:30:09 -0600
To:"Whitlock" <whitlock@bcegg.com>

Peter,

Thank you for responding to my message.

Please do send me, or tell me where I can find, these Whitlock resources. I can look for further
clues and leads in these. Certainly any Euclid Whitlocks in the record could be very important
to my research. A Euclid Whitlock lived very near Euclid and Nicholas Langford/Lankford in
Caroline Co., VA. Euclid is an unusual name, and there were no records of another Euclid in
the Langford/Lankford family from whom this name may have come. So those factors do point
strongly toward an intermarriage between these families and Euclid Langford getting his name
from his mother's side of the family.

I'm definitely interested in what you have or can lead me to find.

Thank you very much.

Gene Lankford
Collinsville, Alabama


